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FOR INSTAGRAM
Top 8 Tips

1. Why a Business Profile

2. Instagram tools – Insights - Track Metrics

3. Ability to post TEASERS

4. Instagram Stories

5. Collect user-submitted photos

6. Use #HASHTAGS

7. Some RULES to Posting

8. Add other Social Media Accts to Instagram

Resources: https://neilpatel.com/blog/instagram-marketing-tips/



BUSINESS PROFILE
[1]  Why a you need a

• Switch to a business profile ASAP

• Followers can click on your contact button to contact 

you right from your Instagram page

• Allows you to create and publish Instagram ads 
without needing to use Facebook’s advertising tools.

• Instagram analytics tools, called Insights,  provide stats 

about the impressions and reach of your posts.

• Unlocking these means you can  start using them to 

track metrics and understand your audience.



TO A BUSINESS PROFILEHow To Switch

https://help.instagram.com/502981923235522



INSIGHTS
[2] Use FREE Tools to Get Engagement

• View statistics like impressions and engagement data

• Get a breakdown of the demographics of your followers;  

⚬ age

⚬ gender

⚬ location

⚬ most active hours

• Specific insights on posts for the week that show you how many 

impressions you earned for that time period and what your top posts were.

• Free tools are priceless. 

• Understand exactly how users are interacting with your content.

⚬ The more  you know about how users are interacting with your posts, the 

better you can adjust your content to boost engagement.



INSIGHTSSee Your



See Your INSIGHTS



METRICSPay Attention To

You can’t improve your Instagram performance and optimize it unless you know how 

well your page and posts are performing (or underperforming).

• Begin by tracking your follower growth rate.

⚬ Your follower growth rate allows you to see how the kind of content your 

posting (or your posting frequency) is affecting things.

⚬ Track your follower growth rate with a tool like Influencer Dashboard.

• Measure engagement rates (includes likes and comments)

⚬ Find out the average engagement percentage of your total followers & average 

engagement rate of each post to get a clear picture of how your page is 

performing.

• Track your URL click-through rate:

how many people are clicking through to your URL?
⚬ If you don’t already have a link to your website in your Instagram bio, add one 

ASAP.

⚬ The average CTR on Instagram is 0.94%, according to Conversion XL.
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• Post product teasers that will (gently) urge 

people to buy 
• If you’re too pushy, followers will drop like flies. 

• Product teaser posts are a simple way to talk 

about your product and increase excitement 

without looking like you’re trying too hard.

TEASERS
[3] Bring on the

imagine



TEASERS
Bring on the

• Highlight product concepts from followers
• Share Highlights of Products
• Give sneak peaks into NEWLY AVAILABLE

When you tease people about products they 
are interested in (don’t push)  they’ll be more 
likely to pull the trigger

OR  they’ll at least engage with your post with 
likes, comments, or shares. 



STORIES
[4] Benefits of Using Instagram

Instagram stories come in a “slideshow” format.

Live for 24 hours, (Stories can be saved to any of your devices and reused at a later point)

Stories appear in a small area above your feed (in a circle)

Benefits? 
• Stories are displayed at the top of follower timelines where users already look daily.

• Brands can use stories to capture behind-the-scenes insider posts that may not be as “high-

quality” as regular posts.

• Instagram also makes it easy to experiment with different types of content in the Stories 

feature, like photos, short video, rewind video, live video, or Boomerangs. 

• You can use tools like Canva and InVideo to create amazing images and videos for your 

stories.

• Boomerangs are GIF-like images that play on a loop.

• You can also tag other accounts in Stories, which is great if you’re collaborating with 

another brand or influencer.

• Face filters, text, or stickers make it easy to edit images or create fun, eye-catching visuals.



STORIESHow to add to



• Leverage your audience to generate useful content for you. 

• Your followers will appreciate you noticing and promoting their work, while offering 

audiences fresh, interesting content. It’s a win-win for you and your customers.
• Your audience probably wants to grow their own following, just like you do.

RULES:
• Ask Permission

• Tag them in your post if you choose their photo!

• Remember to choose the photos you want to post wisely. 

⚬ Does the photo fit in with the brand image you’ve already created or are trying to 

create? 

⚬ How big of a following does the person whose photo you want to share have?

⚬ Is the photo appropriate for your current audience and following?

⚬ When you’re running a business, you have to be sure that everything you post is in 

tune with your brand’s message (and audience). Even on Instagram.

• Come up with some kind of branded hashtag that encourages Instagram users to be more 

interactive with your company.

USER-SUBMITTED PHOTOS
[5] Collect 



#HASHTAGS
• A hashtag is a label for content. It helps others who are 

interested in a certain topic, quickly find content on that 

same topic. 

⚬ A hashtag looks something like this: #MeToo or 

#DunedinRealestate.

• Copy hashtags, too!

• Start out looking at similar accounts in your niche (fitness, 

bodybuilding, books, art) and create a hybrid of hashtags 

from the most popular accounts 

• Reuse the ones that seem to work well (bring in more 

traffic!)

[6] Grow Your Follows with 



HASHTAGSHow to integrate



AT THE RIGHT TIME
[7] Posting

Don't over-post and fill followers with just your content! (Unfollows - FOLLOW!)

But you want to post on a consistent basis so that you stay in their news feed!

• Only post during peak days and hours

• According to SimplyMeasured

⚬ Worst days to post on Instagram are Wednesdays and Sundays,

⚬ BEST days to post are Mondays and Thursdays

• And according to research from CoSchedule, 

⚬ Best times of day to post are between 8:00 - 9:00 AM (getting ready for work!)

⚬ AND  2:00 AM (folks are up scrolling through Instagram when they should be sleeping)

Schedule your posts with tools like Hootsuite, CoSchedule, or Sprout Social.

• The research also shows that you should post between one and two times per day, but no more or less.

• If you’re tempted to post more, then use Instagram’s carousel album feature - slideshow format.



CAROUSEL!Posting, Insights & the



SOCIAL MEDIA
[8] Sharing to other

Finally! Add your other social media accounts to your instagram to 

quickly share to your other sites!





@EVELYNARTISTA
@FLBIZINCUBATOR

@EVTECHIE

Follow THANK YOU!
for your time

How Tos & Tips for your Business on Instagram
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